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1.  My sister__________, whereas I'm much more like my dad. 
a) look likes my mum 
b) looks as if my mum 
c) looks are though my mum 
d) looks like my mum 
 
2. __________ that guy over there. Isn't he your old boyfriend? 
a) Watch out 
b) Watch at 
c) Look like 
d) Look at 
 
3.  Those clouds are really dark. It __________. 
a) looks as though it's going to rain 
b) looks it's going to rain 
c) look like going to rain 
d) looks like as though  
 
4.  My friend looks just like Elvis Presley. He makes quite a lot of money working as an Elvis 

__________, going to parties and pretending to be The King. 
a) alike-look 
b) looks like 
c) look-alike 
d) look liking 
 
5. Frank __________ when they announced that he'd won the prize. 
a) looked as if surprised 
b) looked liked surprised 
c) looked surprised 
d) none of the above 
 
6. After her first Harry Potter book was published, J.K. Rowling __________ and now she's 

one of the best known writers in the world.  
a) always looked back 
b) never looked back 
c) always looked forward 
d) never looked forward 
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ANSWERS: 

 
1.  My sister__________, whereas I'm much more like my dad. 

a) look likes my mum – The first word needs to be in a different form. All the other words are 

correct. 

b) looks as if my mum – 'Looks as if' is followed by a clause, not a noun ('my mum'). 

c) looks are though my mum – 'Looks as though' is followed by a clause, not a noun ('my mum'). 

d) looks like my mum – If you look like someone, you resemble them or you have similar 

features to them. 

 

 

2. __________ that guy over there. Isn't he your old boyfriend? 

a) Watch out – If you tell someone to 'Watch out!', you are warning them about some kind of 

imminent danger (something dangerous that's about to happen).  

b) Watch at – Although you can use the preposition 'at' with the verb 'look', you don't use it with 

the verb 'watch'.  

c) Look like – If you look like someone, you  resemble them or you have similar features to them. 

The correct answer here means 'see' or 'observe'. 

d) Look at – This is the correct answer. It means  'see' or 'observe'. 

 

 

3.  Those clouds are really dark. It __________. 

a) looks as though it's going to rain – 'It looks as though + clause' (or 'It looks as if' + clause) 

means 'it's true or possible'. 

b) looks as though to rain – After 'It looks as though' (or 'It looks as if'), you need a clause, not an 

infinitive (to rain). 

c) look as though going to rain – After 'It looks as though' (or 'It looks as if'), you need a clause 

and 'going to rain' isn't a full clause. 

d) looks like as though going to rain – You've mixed up two expressions here – 'it looks like' and 

'it looks as though'. And after 'It looks as though' (or 'It looks as if'), you need a clause and 

'going to rain' isn't a full clause. 
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4.  My friend looks just like Elvis Presley. He makes quite a lot of money working as an Elvis 

__________, going to parties and pretending to be The King. 

a) alike-look – This word doesn't exist in English. You need another one to describe someone 

who looks similar to someone else. 

b) looks like – My friend looks like Elvis, but for the correct answer you need a noun to describe 

someone who looks similar to someone else. 

c) look-alike – This noun describes someone who looks similar to someone else. 

d) look liking – This expression doesn't exist in English. Here, you need a noun to describe 

someone who looks similar to someone else. 

 

 

5. Frank __________ when they announced that he'd won the prize. 

a) looked as if surprised – If something 'looks as if', it is possible or true (and the pattern is 'it 

looks as if' + clause). Here, the correct answer means that Frank appeared surprised. 

b) looked liked surprised – The pattern after 'look like' is + noun, not + adjective. Here, the 

correct answer uses 'surprised', to mean  that Frank appeared surprised. 

c) looked surprised – This is the correct expression which means that  Frank appeared 

surprised. 

d) none of the above – One of these options is correct. 

 

6. After her first Harry Potter book was published, J.K. Rowling __________ and now she's one 

of the best known writers in the world.  

a) always looked back – The second and third words are correct but the first one isn't. 

b) never looked back – This means she continued to be successful after doing well in it the 

first time. 

c) always looked forward – The middle word is correct but the first and last ones aren't. 

d) never looked forward – The first two words are correct but the last one isn't. 

 
 

You can try this quiz online at: 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/apps/ifl/worldservice/quiznet/quizengine?ContentType=text/html;quiz=1256_look 
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